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ABSTRACT: Stock market prediction is essential and of great interest because successful prediction of stock prices 
may promise smart benefits. These tasks are highly complicated and very difficult. Many researchers have made valiant 
attempts in data mining to devise an efficient system for stock market movement analysis. In this paper, we have 
developed an efficient approach to stock market prediction by employing fuzzy C-means clustering and artificial neural 
network. This research has been encouraged by the need of predicting the stock market to facilitate the investors about 
buy and hold strategy and to make profit. Firstly, the original stock market data are converted into interpreted historical 
(financial) data i.e. via technical indicator. 

 Based on these technical indicators, datasets that are required for analysis are created. Subsequently, fuzzy-
clustering technique is used to generate different training subsets. Subsequently, based on different training subsets, 
different ANN models are trained to formulate different base models. Finally, a meta-learner, fuzzy system module, is 
employed to predict the stock price. The results for the stock market prediction are validated through evaluation 
metrics, namely mean absolute deviation, mean square error, root mean square error, mean absolute percentage error 
used to estimate the forecasting accuracy in the stock market. Comparative analysis is carried out for single Neural 
Network (NN) and existing technique neural. The obtained results show that the proposed approach produces better 
results than the other techniques in terms of accuracy. 

 
KEYWORDS:Stock market prediction, Rate of Change (ROC), Money Flow Index (MFI), Relative Strength Index 
(RSI), stochRSI, ultimate oscillator, MSE RMSE, MAPE, MAD 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

A stock market is a public market for companies or for people to raise money. Stock market helps companies to buy or 
sell their shares. The price of shares depends upon the demand and supplies of shares. This process of buying and 
selling of shares is called trading, only the Listed Companies can carry out trading. 

Stock market prediction is the process of trying to determine the future stock value of a company. The successful 
prediction of a stock's future price could yield significant profit. Stock price movements are governed by the theories 
random walk hypothesis and efficient market hypothesis. 

The Forecasters of stock market focus on developing approaches which successfully fore-cast/predict stock prices 
using well defined trading strategies. A successful prediction model is the one which works with best accuracy having 
minimum input requirements and least complex model. Investors and government organizations rely on forecasting 
tools to guard against risks and to monitor market fluctuations. For researchers, these serve as a reference for studies of 
financial issues like pricing of financial derivatives and portfolio selection. 

Generally, the stock traders nowadays depend on Intelligent Trading Systems which help them in predicting prices 
based on various situations and conditions, which in turn help them in making instantaneous investment decisions. 
Stock market values are very dynamic and susceptible to quick changes. 

From researchers and investors, financial prediction and trading presents a demanding task that attracts great 
interest because success may result in substantial re-wards. On the other hand, since the financial market is a highly 
complex and dynamic system, predicting the financial market is not an easy task which involves the actual actions 
taken by the millions of investors and institutions. By the predictability of the financial market, many investors are 
persuaded and they try to make profit through exploiting the analysis of financial data [1, 26]. Predicting current 
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concern of factories and manufacturing companies is the desire of investors, auditors, financial analysts, governmental 
officials, employees and managers. More prominently, within stock market research, it is believed that the information 
from periodical reports and annual reports can manipulate the price of a stock, especially for unexpected earnings or 
unexpected loss surprises. The complexity of the task has raised questions on whether the stock market price can be 
predicted. However, stock market investors believe stock prices can be expected, and pro t can be made through 
exploiting assorted technical or fundamental analysis, in addition to momentum strategies (buy when market is bullish, 
sell when market is bearish). 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

The price variation of stock market is a very dynamic system that has intrigued analysis from many disciplines. Two 
common analytical approaches are fundamental analysis and technical analysis. A fundamental analysis relies on the 
statistics of the macroeconomics data such as interest rates, money supply, in stationary rates, and foreign exchange 
rates as well as the basic financial status of the company. After taking all these factors into account, the analyst will 
then decide of selling or buying a stock. A technical analysis is based on the historical financial time-series data. 
However, financial time series exhibit quite complicated patterns (for example, trends, abrupt changes, and volatility 
clustering) and such series are often nonstationary, whereby a variable has no clear tendency to move to an axed value 
or a linear trend. 

Stock price prediction has always been a subject of interest for most investors and Professional analysts. 
Nevertheless, finding out the best time to buy or to sell has remained a very di cult task because there are too many 
factors that may influence stock prices. Many papers have dealt with input selection when it comes to mapping 
financial indexes and stocks. Inputs have been divided into two distinct types of inputs, financial and political (which 
tend to be qualitative) and these inputs have been discussed in earlier researchers. Quah and Srinivasan (1999) 
identified 5 key factors that will affect the stock price movement namely yield, liquidity, risk, growth, and momentum. 
Izumi and Ueda (1999) mentioned that macroeconomic factors such as inaction and short-term interest rate have direct 
impacts on the stock returns. 
As stock market data are highly time-variant and are usually in a nonlinear pat-tern, predicting the future trend (i.e., 
rise, decrease, or remain steady) of a stock is a challenging problem. Analysis and prediction of the stock market 
behavior have been accompanied by predictions of the behavior of the prices. To put forward future behavior some of 
the approaches rely on charts of the prices, volumes, and visual human analysis of these diagrammatic representations. 
Others manipulate the historical values of the time series to calculate technical indicators. The value, or values, of one 
or more of these are used to suggest good times for buying or selling stock. Both Chartist techniques and the use of 
indicators are technical models that use only information gained through the trading history of a stock. On the contrary, 
a basic model looks at the past financial performance of a company, the behavior of the economy, and the industry to 
which a company belongs. In predicting the future performance, some also use knowledge of the past performance of 
the directors. Other models mix both technical and fundamental aspects [10, 25]. The indecisive nature of the stock 
market requires the use of data mining techniques like clustering for stock market analysis and prediction. 

Uncovering market trends, planning investment strategies, identifying the best time to purchase the stocks and 
what stocks to purchase are included in stock market. For approaching these enormously complex and dynamic 
problems with data mining tools, financial institutions produce huge data sets that build a foundation [3, 4]. To predict 
stock market along with the development of artificial intelligence, especially machine learning and data mining, ever 
more researchers try to build automatic decision-making systems. Among these approaches, soft com-putting 
techniques such as fuzzy logic, neural networks, and probabilistic reasoning (which includes genetic algorithms, chaos 
theory, etc.) draw most consideration due to their abilities to handle ambiguity and noise in stock market [12, 6]. In 
both trend analysis and forecasting stock data mining has given encouraging results by using these certain artificial 
intelligence techniques [21, 27]. In addition, to accomplish better prediction results for forecasting incorporating 
emerging Artificial Intelligence techniques such as neural networks and/or fuzzy logic with the data mining methods 
are of wide interest. 

Feng Qiu et al , discussed both theoretical and real-life experiments to evaluate the approach. In the theoretical 
experiments, the user interests estimated by learning algorithm can be used to accurately predict her view on the 
importance of web pages, which is expressed by her Personalized Page Rank, showing that method is effective and 
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easily applicable to real life search engines. This method performed between 25%33% better than Topic-Sensitive. 
Page Rank, which turned out to be much better than Page Rank. In the future they plan Prediction of stock market price 
is done with the help of fuzzy C-means clustering and artificial neural networkevaluation matrices parameters such as 
mean absolute deviation, mean square error, root mean square error and mean absolute percentage error are used to 
estimate the forecasting accuracy in the stock market prediction.  

 
 III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
The main objective proposed system is to reduce the risk to an individual buyer or seller on each transaction. Primary 
market deals with the current issues of securities and also securities are brought the share directly from the companies. 
But the secondary market, securities are bought and sold the shares among investors. Secondary market deals with 
excellent securities. This market is made of organized exchanges and it has trading of stocks, where orders are 
transmitted for exchange. All the trading of stocks is maintained and Guided by the exchanges. The rules and 
regulations are set down by the exchanges. 
 
Back propagation Algorithm  
 

The objective of the training is to minimize the divergence between real data and the output of the network. 
This principle is referred to as Supervised Learning. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig: 4.1 simplified Back propagation algorithm model. 

 
In a step by step manner the error guides the network in the direction towards the target data. The back propagation 
algorithm belongs to this class and can be described as “an efficient way to calculate the partial derivatives of the 
network error function with respect to the weights”. Fig. shows the general model for back propagation algorithm. 

Most people would consider the Back Propagation network to be the quintessential Neural Net. Actually, Back 
Propagation 1, 2,3 is the training or learning algorithm rather than the network itself. The network used is generally of 
the simple type. These are called Feed-Forward Networks or occasionally Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs). 

 First apply the inputs to the network and work out the output remember this initial output could be anything, 
as the initial weights were random numbers.  

 Next work out the error for neuron B. The error is What you want What you actually get  
 Change the weight. Let W AB be the new (trained) weight and WAB be the initial weight.  

Calculate the Errors for the hidden layer neurons. Unlike the output layer we can’t calculate these directly (because we 
dont have a Target), so we Back Propagate them from the output layer (hence the name of the algorithm). This is done 
by taking the Errors from the output neurons and running them back through the weights to get the hidden layer errors. 
For example if neuron A is connected as shown to B and C then we take the errors from B and C to generate an error 
for A.  
Having obtained the Error for the hidden layer neurons now proceed as in stage 3 to change the hidden layer weights. 
By repeating this method we can train a network of any number of layers.  

The back propagation algorithm falls into the general category of gradient descent algorithms, which intend to 
find the minima/maxima of a function by iteratively moving in the direction of the negative of the slope of the function 
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to be minimized/maximized. The main objective is to minimize the error function. The average error function to be 
minimized (error density). 
The main steps using the Back propagation algorithm as follows: 

Step 1: Feed the normalized input data sample, compute the corresponding output; 
Step 2: Compute the error between the output(s) and the actual target(s); 
Step 3: The connection weights and membership functions are adjusted; 
Step 4: IF Error > Tolerance THEN go to Step 1 ELSE stop. 

 
C4.5 Algorithm  
The algorithm constructs a decision tree starting from a training set T S, which is a set of cases, or tuples in the 
database terminology. Each case specifies values for a collection of attributes and for a class. Each attribute may have 
either discrete or continuous values. Moreover, the special value unknown is allowed, to denote unspecified values. The 
class may have only discrete values. We denote with C1 To CN Class the values of the class. 

The C4.5 algorithm constructs the decision tree with a divide and conquer strategy. In C4.5, each node in a tree is 
associated with a set of cases. Also, cases are assigned weights to take into account unknown attribute values. At the 
beginning, only the root is present, with associated the whole training set T S and with all case weights equal to 1:0. At 
each node the following di- vide and conquer algorithm is executed, trying to exploit the locally best choice, with no 
backtracking allowed. 
In doing classification with C4.5, the concepts of entropy and correlation coefficient need to be explained in brief. 
Entropy is a measure of uncertainty among random variables in a collection of data or in other words entropy provides 
information about the behavior of random processes used in data analysis. Correlation coefficient has its uses as a chief 
statistical tool in data analysis finding the relationship between variable sets. Different ways of calculations have been 
introduced to boost the efficiency of the correlation coefficient among which are Kendall, Pearson’s and Spearman’s 
correlation coefficients. There are several test options with WEKA providing data classification such as training set, 
supplied test set, percentage split and cross validation.  

 
Fig: Classification Steps 

 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

Results are analysed on the basis of different performance metrics. Graphs shown below shows simulation results are 
according to network and pause time model i.e. varying number of entry and changing time respectively. 
 
 
Comparison of MSE, RMSE, MAD and MAPE: 
 Figure 1 shows comparison of mean square error, Root Mean square error, Mean absolute deviation and Mean 
Absolute percentage Error. So the comparison shows when time goes high all MSE,RMSE,MAD and MAPE 
performance goes high. 
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Figure 6.1 Comparison of MSE, RMSE, MAD and MAPE 

 
 

6.2.2 Comparison of fuzzy model and Back propagation model: 
 Figure 6.2 shows comparison of Fuzzy Model and back propagation model. It seems that fuzzy model gives 
low performance than back propagation model that’s the reason for prediction stock market value use back propagation 
model 

 
 

Figure. 6.2 Comparison of fuzzy model and Back propagation model 
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Comparison of ID3 and c4.5 algorithm 
Figure 3 shows comparison of ID3 and C4.5 algorithm. C4.5 algorithm gives higher performance and overcome the 
problem of ID3 
 
The classifier is trained and tested first. Then the resulting decision tree or rule set is used to classify unseen data. C4.5 

is the newer version of ID3. C4.5 algorithm has many features like: 

 Speed - C4.5 is significantly faster than ID3 (it is faster in several orders of magnitude) 

  Memory - C4.5 is more memory efficient than ID3 

 Size of decision Trees – C4.5 gets smaller decision trees. 

  Rule set - C4.5 can give rule set as an output for complex decision tree. 

 Missing values – C4.5 algorithm can respond on missing values by ‗infinity 

  Over fitting problem - C4.5 solves over fitting problem through  

 

 
Figure 3 Comparison of ID3 and c4.5 algorithm 

 
IV. CONCLUSION  

 
Prediction of stock market is significant technical index as a consequent to predict the stock price. The results for the 
stock market prediction is validated through evaluation metrics, namely, mean absolute deviation, mean square error, 
root mean square error, mean absolute percentage error used to estimate the forecasting accuracy in the stock market. 
The comparative analysis is carried out on single Neural Network (NN) and existing technique neural. The obtained 
results show that the proposed approach produces better results than the other techniques in terms of accuracy. 

As future work, focusing on adding more features that are specific for each concept, This research is just a 
beginning and the long term goal is to predict the trend of the price variation by including various influential factors 
such as macro-economic change, political reasons, fundamental analysis and the technical index . . ., etc. As a result, 
the system can be further applied for the daily trading purpose. 
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